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Strategies For Deeper Learning Skills
Deeper learning is a term which en-
compasses all the knowledge, skills, 
and ways of thinking students need 
to adopt in order to be prepared and 
eventually become successful when 
navigating the rough waters of their 
future professional and personal 
lives.

In addition to applying what they 
have learned, they must be able to 
overcome obstacles such as complex 
interpersonal and multi-cultural 
relations of today’s world, as well as 
global socio-economic issues that 
affect everyone. This is why the role 
of educators is more important than 
ever. Helping students master deeper 
learning skills is crucial, which is why 
you will find the list of the most ef-
fective strategies below.

1.Focus on the core. Students need 
to master the core processes, lan-
guage, and procedures which can 
later be applied in the real world to 
solve problems and provide critical 
analysis on a local level.

2. Adopt critical thinking. As future 
leaders and decision makers, stu-
dents need to be able to tackle the 
pressures and the challenges that 
are sure to come their way. Having 

them develop the skills of critical 
thinking, along with all the proven 
methods and tool which are used to 
battle complex problems, is an abso-
lute must, because it will help them 
identify the cause of each issue, as 
well as its constituting parts, and fig-
ure of the best course of action they 
need to take in order to solve them.

3. Practice team work. Students need 
to be able to learn how to cooper-
ate on multiple levels. This includes 
building a successful team around 
them that they can rely on and 
bounce ideas off of. While some of 
the skills related to working inside a 
team can be learned formally, such 
as various ways of solving conflicts 
and sharing useful information, ap-
plying them in practice is an entirely 
different animal.
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SMS Student Spotlight
Logan Smalley is an outstanding 
young man with a lot of talent!  Lo-
gan is a distinguished student and 
a member of the SMS Soccer Team. 
He served as the Academic Team 
Captain this season which won the 
district Governor’s Cup and Quick 
Recall Competitions.  Logan quali-
fied to attend the State Academic 
Tournament where he took the Arts 
and Humanities written test!  Logan 
is musically gifted and participates in 
Band and Choir where he excels be-
yond the classroom expectations.  In 
band, Logan plays trumpet and was 
chosen to participate in the District 
8 Honor Band this year.  In Choir, he 
has participated in Jr. High All-State Chorus, All-District Chorus, and 
the KMEA Solo and Ensemble Contest. Keep playing and singing, 
Logan! We’re very proud of you! You are #FCSBold!!

“Knowing is not enough; we must ap-
ply. Wishing is not enough; we must 
do.“

- Johann Wolfgang

MONDAY

Admin Team meeting @ 8:30

Cougar Coach Sessions

Baseball vs. Morgan Co

This week is Teacher and Staff 
Appreciation week at Simons 
Middle School. Our faculty and staff 
work extremely hard to ensure that 
every student at SMS is successful 
and transition ready. If you see one 
of our staff members this week, give 
them a big thank you for all they 
do!!

WEDNESDAY

Fast Pass Writing

Faculty Meeting (Testing Plans)

Baseball vs Mason Co

THURSDAY

Fast Pass Writing

QUOTE OF THE WEEK

Last week in Pictures

TUESDAY

Fast Pass Writing

Soccer vs. Boyd Co (Boys)

Please make sure that you are setting aside time to 
meet as a team to discuss student issues. Set a time 
weekly to get together either before or after to school 
and spend 15-20 minutes talking about these issues. 
These meetings don’t need to be very long, but it’s im-
portant that your entire team is on the same page. Whit-
ney or I will be happy to sit in if and when you need us. 
Just give us a heads up and we will make every effort to 
be there. 

As mentioned in last week’s PLC meetings, we have SMS 
outlook calendar to include all of the important events 
for the end of the school year that we are aware of 
(KPREP testing, MAP testing, incentive days, transition 
day, field trips, etc.). Please review the calendar and let 
us know if you have something that should be added.

Please remember to update your grades in Infinite Cam-
pus. Grade checks take place every Monday morning and 
parents are keeping a close eye on student progress. 
Also, if you are contacted by parents, please make every 

Staff Reminders
effort to respond to them within 24 hours by either email or phone call. 

KPREP testing will begin on Thursday, May 17th. There will be a faculty 
meeting on Wednesday of this week to go over the plan in its entirety. 
To access a preliminary schedule of events beginning Monday, May 14th, 
please CLICK HERE. We will discuss this schedule and other important 
information at the meeting on Wednesday. Please make arrangements to 
be there.
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11 17-22

FRIDAY

Break Day

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, MONDAY, & 
TUESDAY

KPREP TESTING

SMS Staff Spotlight

Do you have an interesting story to tell that we can include in next week’s Cougar Connection?  
Email us at jesse.bacon@fleming.kyschools.us

4. Learn to communicate. Develop-
ing communication skills is essen-
tial for students, because it allows 
for proper conflict resolution and 
constructive dialog which enables 
ideas to flow. We need to remem-
ber that communication goes both 
ways. It’s not just about addressing 
others, but it also about listening 
and receiving useful feedback.

5. Extend the reach. Thanks to new 
adaptive technology and tools, 
we can extend our influence way 
beyond the limits of what was 
previously possible. By focusing 
on teaching students how to build 
basic skills, this technology can 
gradually prepare them for higher-
lever learning and allow teachers 
to focus their efforts on deeper 

learning. 

6. Learn learning. Embracing the 
learning process is an important 
prerequisite for adopting new 
skills and knowledge, as well as all 
the intellectual challenges that go 
along with it. An essential part of 
the learning process should be set-
ting goals, reflecting, accepting the 
fact that you may not know eve-
rything at all times, and accepting 
criticism and applying feedback 
and suggestions to become better.

7. Convene and connect. It is 
important to stay connected and 
convene with educators from dif-
ferent districts and schools which 
promote deeper learning. Thanks 
to the Internet, it is just a matter 

of setting up a simple conference 
call and sharing ideas and receiv-
ing genuine and useful feedback.

Deeper learning is definitely the 
way of the future, because current 
learning models aren’t capable of 
keeping with the demands that 
the world of the future will have 
in store for our children. That is 
why it’s up to us to prepare the 
students for the real world, by 
introducing and applying learn-
ing models which are much more 
practical and based on real learn-
ing, not just simple reproduction. 
It is a strategy that will pay off in 
the long run.
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Mrs. Stacey Humphries is the nurse at Simons Middle School and Flem-
ingsburg Elementary School.  Nurse Stacey, her husband Dusty, sons Ran-

dall and Ryan, and Daughter Emily live in 
Flemingsburg.  Nurse Stacey works each 
day to help students and staff who are not 
feeling well.  She also helps with other 
school related duties as they arise.  Sta-
cey is always willing to help others in any 
capacity that she can, and she always does 
so with a caring heart.  In her spare time 
Stacey helps with several different sports 
and school events, she also enjoys spend-
ing time with her family and pets.  Thank 
you, Nurse Stacey, for all that you do for us 
at SMS and FES, you are truly #FCSBold
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